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Customer Overview
The Town of Enfield, Connecticut is located just north of Hartford.  Enfield was named and 
incorporated by the Colony of Massachusetts in 1683 and annexed to Connecticut in 1749.   
The Town is approximately 33 square miles in size and has a population of over 45,000.

New Town of Enfield CTO 
Recommends ExaGrid
The IT staff at the Town of Enfield supports 
roughly 5,000 users that span municipal, public 
safety, and education.  Before installing its 
ExaGrid disk-based backup system, the Town 
was using HP Data Protector as its backup 
application with tape as its target.  According 
to the Town’s network manager, Carl Merrick, it 
was a long, tedious process swapping out tapes, 
having to find tapes to restore files, etc.

Merrick reports that his backup window used 
to span the whole night, sometimes even 
going into the next morning.  In evaluating 
a new solution, he said, “We were looking for 
speed of backup and speed of restore.  Instead 
of having to find a tape and waiting for it to 
queue, being able to simply go to the ExaGrid 
appliance, select the backup I want to restore, 
and have it done within a couple of minutes 
made a lot of sense.

“Our new CTO at the time came from an 
organization that had been using ExaGrid, and 
he was pretty happy with it.”   

Cross-Site Replication Provides 
Backup and DR
The Town installed the ExaGrid system 
about ten years ago.  “Installation was pretty 
straightforward – we just hooked it up to the 
network, configured the backup jobs, and off 
we went.  We have a two-site system; each site 
backs up the servers at their respective location, 
and we cross-replicate between the two for DR,” 
Merrick said. 

The ExaGrid system was designed to be easy 
to set up and maintain, and ExaGrid’s industry-
leading customer support team is staffed by 
trained, in-house level 2 engineers who are 
assigned to individual accounts.  The system 
is fully supported, and was designed and 
manufactured for maximum uptime with 
redundant, hot-swappable components. 

Town Benefits from Shorter 
Backup Window and Fast 
Restores
The Town’s backup window is now under 12 
hours, and Merrick reports being able to provide 
fast restores for his users.  “Typically, the type 
of restore request that we get is from a user 
who deleted a file and needs it restored. Once 
we process the request, the user has their file 
back within five minutes.  ExaGrid is a storage 
repository that just works, and its reliability 
allows me to simply go about my day.”  

In addition to faster backups and restores, the 
Town no longer needs an FTE dedicated to tape 
handling like it did before.   

Town of Enfield Installs ExaGrid for  
Backup Storage – ‘It Just Works’  

Key Benefits:

	� Tape management used to be a 
‘tedious process’

	� Backup window is now under 
12 hours

	� Response time for user restores 
is much faster with ExaGrid 
than tape

	� No need for an FTE dedicated to 
tape backups

“Once we process [a restore]  
request, the user has their file 
back within five minutes.  ExaGrid 
is a storage repository that just 
works, and its reliability allows me 
to simply go about my day.”

Carl Merrick
Network Manager
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Easy to Install and Maintain 
The ExaGrid system is easy to install and use and works 
seamlessly with all of the most frequently used backup 
applications, so an organization can seamlessly retain its 
investment in existing applications and processes, as the  
Town of Enfield did with HP Data Protector. 

In addition, ExaGrid appliances can be used at primary and 
secondary sites to supplement or eliminate offsite tapes with live 
data repositories for disaster recovery. 

Intelligent Data Protection 
ExaGrid’s turnkey disk-based backup system combines enterprise 
SATA/SAS drives with zone-level data deduplication, delivering 
a disk-based solution that is far more cost effective than simply 
backing up to straight disk. ExaGrid’s patented zone-level 
deduplication reduces the disk space needed by a range of 10:1 
to 50:1 by storing only the unique bytes across backups instead of 
redundant data. Adaptive deduplication performs deduplication 
and replication in parallel with backups while providing full system 

resources to the backups for the fastest backups and, therefore, 
the shortest backup window. As data grows, only ExaGrid avoids 
expanding backup windows by adding full appliances in a GRID. 
ExaGrid’s unique landing zone keeps a full copy of the most recent 
backup on disk, delivering the fastest restores, VM boots in seconds 
to minutes, “Instant DR,” and fast tape copy. Over time, ExaGrid 
saves up to 50% in total system costs compared to competitive 
solutions by avoiding costly “forklift” upgrades. 

Scalability  
ExaGrid uses a GRID-based configuration, where each appliance 
contains not just disk but also processing power, memory, and 
bandwidth. When the system needs to expand, additional 
appliances are simply attached to the GRID. This type of 
configuration allows the system to maintain all the aspects of 
performance as the amount of data grows, and you only pay for 
what you need when you need it. In addition, as new ExaGrid 
appliances are added to the GRID, the ExaGrid system automatically 
load balances available capacity, maintaining a virtual pool of 
storage that is shared across the GRID. 

About ExaGrid
ExaGrid provides backup storage with a unique landing zone and scale-out architecture. The landing zone provides for the fastest 
backups, restores and instant VM recoveries. The scale-out architecture includes full appliances in a scalable GRID and provides for 
a fixed-length backup window as data grows, eliminating expensive forklift upgrades. Learn more at www.exagrid.com.


